
AIACE/CENTRAL/2018/52                              Dated   --  7 /8/2018   

To

The Chairman

Coal India Ltd, Kolkata.

Sub:- Review  of   The CIL Executives Defined Contribution Pension Scheme 2007.  

Dear Sir,

AIACE, a  representative organization  of serving and severed  coal executives requests
you to review the above mentioned pension scheme for  following reasons.

The viability of the Scheme is doubtful  for various reasons given below :-

1. Once the Company hands over the fund to the Proposed Trust, the Company is 
left with no power to control/call back the same so as to ensure that the 
executives are not deprived of  his money.

2. It is not clear what guarantee/safeguard the Trust will devise to guard the interest
of executives from the service provider,   in view of the fact that in point no. 8.8 of
the scheme, the  Company has disowned its responsibility.

3. For  the  serving  executives  ,  who  are  having  longer  periods  of   service,  the
amount   will   be locked in   for such long period , they will be  entitled to get
annual  bonus  on  the  investment  apart  from the  pension  proposed   so  as  to
ensure proper return  as the quantum of their share is quite substantial.

4. Further,  the Scheme is not providing a certain guaranteed amount of pension for
each Rs. one lakh or fraction or multiples thereof.

5. For retired persons, who are scattered at different parts of the nation, it is nearly
impossible to comply all formalities which will be implemented by Trustee/Service
provider; for many reasons, including health reasons.

6. The  Management,  we  understand,  apprehends  the  possibilities  of
troubles/default on the part of service provider eventually  and keeps an option to
change them, if required.  This  itself is showing  the infirm character of this fund
management system.

7. There is already a Fund Manager viz CMPF  for Coal Sector and there are well
settled procedures for Management of Pension with their organization. Under the
circumstances, it is essential to think in that way for following reasons.



a.   Since  the  newly  formed trustees  will  fetch  its  administrative  cost  from the  fund
provided for executives by Company .  The usefulness and trustworthiness of the new
trust is to be put to test at the cost of executives’ money.
b. In the name of meetings, visits, and for so many reasons the Trustees will undertake
travelling and other expenditures which will also to be borne  by  this fund.

c.In the event of any default   by the fund manager, the beneficiary will suffer instantly
and by   the time an alternate arrangement is made,  either  the pensioner  will  suffer
indefinitely or may exit from this world altogether.

d.  The  Scheme  further  does  not  provide  for  any  interim  payment  of  annuity  and
compensate the loss caused to the beneficiary  by the defaulting fund manager.

On  the  other  hand,  if  the  money  of  Serving  Executives  are  deposited  with
pension fund  with an assurance to get  a substantial good increase on pension
after cessation of employment, the retired employee need not to be put to the
mercy of different agencies to get his pension in fraction,  in different manner/rate
and  under  stipulations  that  will  be  made  by  the  fund  manager  who  is  not
answerable to the Company in terms of clause 8.8 of the scheme.

So far the case of      all retired executives, except complete refund, nothing will be  
beneficial or viable to them.

If  the  retired  employees  invest  their  share  by  themselves  with  any  Financial
Institution,  they  can  also  earn,  perhaps  the  same  or more  than  the  annuity
proposed to be paid by formulating such unviable scheme.

Therefore, AIACE  strongly requests for refund of the share of executives ,no
longer on the roll and requests  to formulate  a beneficial scheme, in touch with
CMPF  and  representatives  from  beneficiaries  ,  so  that  the  overheads  for
administration   will be far less than that of formulating a new  Trust and 

subsequently  deciding  a  Fund  Manager  and  leave  the  executives  too  to  the
mercy of fund manager.

Above   all,   the fund manager may decide   the annuity based on the Interest
prevailing at that point of time, and in the event of drastic fall of interest rates
later, due to any policy change, not only the annuity but even the corpus fund
may be endangered.

Ultimately, the miseries that will be faced by the present day   retired employees
will be faced by present serving  executives of the Company after their retirement
in future.



Therefore, keeping   all the above in mind AIACE  argues to do away with the
proposed scheme and   think over for a direct beneficial scheme as that of the
CPRMSE(Medical  Scheme) that is directly managed by the Company without
incurring any extra cost  and involvement of any agency – inside or outside.
Last but not the least, interest of the retired executives must be protected at  any 
cost.
Hope  above  points  will  be  seriously  considered   while  going  further  for
implementation of the scheme.

 Regards, 

P K SINGH RATHOR

Principal General Secretary

CC-  The Hon'ble Minister of Railway and Coal, Govt of India ,New Delhi.

The Coal Secretary, Govt of India, New Delhi. 

Chairman/DP/DF/DT, Coal  India Ltd, Kolkata.

CMD/DP/DF/DT, ECL/BCCL/CCL/CMPDIL/NCL/SECL/MCL/WCLWCL.


